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Rules for Cancellation in Andheri Bhavan Rooms 
 

MPM Means Maheshwari Pragati Mandal, Andheri (West), Mumbai 
 
 

1.  On successful transaction of payment 

In case of successful transaction of payment, the user is informed accordingly. The User is also 
informed via SMS (if proper mobile number provided at the time of booking. If SMS can’t reach due to 
technical reason then the same can be queried on website). The amount will be deducted from user's 
respective bank and credited in the account of MPM. The user will get necessary entry in their 
passbook or bank statement directly from their bank. 

2. On cancellation of transaction of payment 

If user cancels the transaction in middle of the process, the details are stored in the database. A 
transaction record is generated mentioning that user has interfered in the transaction and the transaction 
is cancelled. In case of cancellation of transaction, it is possible that server might have already 
completed transaction and user may get the report of transaction late. In that case user has to enter 
cancellation of booking through website. 

MPM reserves the right to cancel/deny the room reservation. 

If a Room Reservation is Cancelled, then an amount of 70% of the Room Rent received in Advance 
along with 100% of the Security Deposit will be refunded upto 7 days prior to the date of booking 
(Cut-off time is 6 PM). After that 50% of the Room Rent received in Advance along with 100% of the 
Security Deposit will be refunded upto 1 day before Check-in Date. After that only 100% of Security 
Deposit will be refundable. 
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